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 Rapid economic development, industrialization, and urbanization in Indonesia 

have caused a large increase in air pollution with negative impacts on the 

environment and public health. The aim of this research is to use machine 
learning techniques to categorize air quality and generate an air quality index 

(AQI) using a dataset that includes six prevalent air pollutants. Next steps are 

preprocessing and data extraction, K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classification, 

support vector machine (SVM), and random forest (RF) models are 
implemented. Furthermore, synthetic minority oversampling technique 

(SMOTE) is incorporated into the ensemble learning process to improve the 

results. This research uses K-fold cross validation for improve classification 

accuracy and reduce overfitting. Research findings show that the application 
of SMOTE brings a significant increase in model accuracy, effectively solving 

the problem of imbalanced data sets. These insights provide direction for 

effective air quality monitoring systems and informed decision making in air 

pollution management. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Since the 21st century, Indonesia has experienced significant economic development, industrialization, 

and urbanization [1], these factors include rapid economic growth, industrial development, and population 

migration to urban areas. The growth of industry and the mobility of motorized vehicles in big cities are the 

main causes of air pollutant emissions. Additionally, agricultural practices, forest fires and deforestation also 

contribute to air pollution. Air pollution has become an increasingly serious issue that impacts the ecological 

environment and draws worldwide attention [2]. Air quality problems have become a major strategic national 

concern. Generally, people frequently discuss and analyze six common air pollutants [3], Air quality issues 

have emerged as an important and crucial national priority. Typically, there are six air pollutants that can be 

released into the environment often discussed due to human activities (such as agriculture, industry, land 

burning, fossil fuels and vehicle emissions) as well as natural events (such as forest fires and volcanic 

eruptions), Pollutants. This has a negative impact on public health and causes harm to plants and animals [4]. 

Evaluating air quality relies on the air quality index (AQI). Ambient air quality standards (GB 3095-2012) [5] 

studies show exposure to significant air pollution, when inhaled, is often associated with various diseases, 

especially respiratory disorders [6], [7]. Under such conditions, experts can utilize computer technology, 

machine learning, data mining, and other tools to gather precise data from monitoring stations. This data can 

aid in tackling pollution and forecasting air quality. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Research using classification and prediction methods [8] has been conducted to assist environmental 

and health experts in determining health risks associated with specific levels of air pollution. One of the 

technologies that can aid in this classification is machine learning [9], [10]. Machine learning is becoming a 

key tool. This branch of artificial intelligence relies on algorithms and statistical models in computer systems 

that can learn automatically. This enables machines to generate predictions or make decisions without requiring 

explicit programming for these specific tasks [11]. With an emphasis on addressing air pollution problems as 

a long-term endeavor, the classification of air quality has emerged as a tool capable of preventing damage 

caused by air pollution [12]. The results are expected to provide maximum contribution to readers by presenting 

information in a structured and easy to understand manner. Therefore, it is essential to classify air quality in 

forecasts at the right time, this empowers government departments and the public to implement protective 

measures and prevent severe pollution incidents [13], [14]. For instance, some factories in Indonesia have been 

temporarily closed due to air pollution issues [15]. 

Numerous studies have been conducted on this subject using various classification techniques such as 

the Backpropagation neural network, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN),  

Naive Bayes, and decision trees (DT), all of which have proven successful in predicting air quality [16]. Study 

in the literature has shown that researchers have primarily focused on air quality classification. However, 

despite reliable prediction results, there is a tendency for models to suffer from overfitting [17], one of the 

reasons being data imbalance, which impacts model performance [18]. 

Classification use CNN test results show that estimation accuracy in terms of R2 for PM2.5, PM10, and 

AQI based on daytime (nighttime) images reaches 76% (83%), 84% (84%), and 76% (74%) [19]. Therefore, there 

is a need for more appropriate methods and improved performance in air quality classification. SVM method is 

suggested for air quality classification, given its exceptional performance in accuracy, complexity, and problem-

solving capability, as evidenced by research [20]–[22] in these studies, classification performance with high 

accuracy surpassing 90% is considered excellent performance. 

In a study [23] the classification is based on the distance method between KNN to classify a new 

example. Machine learning has been created and utilized for forecasting the daily concentrations of six 

prevalent pollutants, it has the capability to automatically discover the optimal “Model + Hyperparameters”, 

utilizing several algorithms, pollutant concentrations, emission pollutants. The system integrates model 

analysis data from a knowledge base, serving as its foundation. It incorporates five common machine learning 

models (multiple linear regression (MLR), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), RF, gradient boosted decision tree 

(GBDT), support vector regressor (SVR)) and an ensemble model SG. A key innovation of the proposed system 

lies in its automatic identification of the optimal “Model + Hyperparameters”, achieved through the utilization 

of random CV parameters or grid search CV [24]. 

Ensemble methods have also been used in research [25], [26] showing that ensembles can be a solution 

for classification cases, as they can handle imbalanced or overfitting data. Therefore, the proposed ensemble 

algorithms can be a solution to imbalanced class issues. Based on conducted tests, ensembles optimize accuracy 

compared to other single classifiers. 

Research has introduced the AQP-EDLMRA technique for automatic air quality estimation.  

The AQP-EDLMRA approach undergoes experimental evaluation using a series of air quality data.  

A comprehensive comparison demonstrates that the AQP-EDLMRA technique, employing ensemble voting, 

has achieved superior forecasting results [27]. Therefore, this research proposes the integration of the KNN, 

SVM, and random forest (RF) algorithms with ensemble learning using the synthetic minority oversampling 

technique (SMOTE) and use K-fold cross-validation is employed to reduce overfitting and improve the stability 

of air quality classification accuracy. This combination is expected to yield an optimal model for effective and 

efficient air quality maintenance decision-making. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

The methodology developed to improve the previous results [19]. Aims at classifying air quality 

according to the AQI. Data preprocessing and extraction are required before training the classification model. 

The air quality classification process used in this study is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

2.1.  Air quality dataset 

The research begins with the collection of a dataset, which is obtained from the Kaggle repository in 

.xlsx format. This dataset comprises around 8,000 rows of data with 6 parameters: pm10, pm2.5, so2, co, o3, 

and no3. The data is categorized into 5 air quality classes: good, moderate, unhealthy, very unhealthy, and 

hazardous, as shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Research method 

 

 

Table 1. AQI categories 
Indeks Category 

1-50 Good 

51-100 Moderate 

100-199 Unhealthy 

200-299 Very unhealthy 

>300 Hazardous 

 

 

2.2.  Labeling and processing 

Before the model implementation process, the dataset undergoes preprocessing stages. These stages 

involve removing irrelevant data, cleaning empty data, identifying and removing outliers, and addressing data 

imbalances. The cleaned data then undergoes transformation for ML modeling, using Scikit-learn [28]. 

 

2.3.  Split data 

The subsequent phase includes dividing the dataset into a training set and a testing set with an 80:20 

proportion. The model is trained using the data in the training set, and the performance of the model is evaluated 

using the testing set. The division of data has been modified to meet the specific needs of both training and 

testing data. Every data point serves as input in the research procedure, utilized for both algorithmic training 

and testing. 

 

2.4.  SMOTE 

Is a fairly popular method implemented in dealing with class imbalance in datasets. Aims to improve 

minority classes by creating case-made exams in minority classes. These synthetic points are added to the data 

set in the minority class. The artificial generation of data points is different from the multiplication method [29]. 

 

2.5.  Model implementation 

KNN algorithm is based on the distance between data points. It tests data by calculating the distance 

to training data and selects the KNN to classify the data. The algorithm considers the k data samples closest to 

the test sample and associates the majority class with the test sample [30]. 

 

𝑑𝑖 = √∑ (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖) 2𝑛
𝑖=1 + (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖) 2 (1) 

 

RF is algorithm constructs numerous decision trees randomly to combine prediction results [31]. 

Decision trees are built by randomly selecting data [32]: 

 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) = ∑ −𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 2 𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1  (2) 
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𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆) − ∑
|𝑆𝑖|

|𝑆|

𝑛

𝑖=1
∗ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆𝑖) (3) 

 

SVM stands out as one of the most widely employed supervised learning algorithms, extensively utilized for 

addressing both classification and regression problems. Nevertheless, its primary application in the realm of 

machine learning is focused on classification tasks [33]. 

 

2.6.  Build ensemble model 

The prediction method based on ensemble learning is a method of combining various student bases to 

obtain optimal results. Usually, ensemble learning has better learning abilities compared to just relying on a single 

algorithm [34]. The algorithms are then combined into ensemble Figure 2, a bagging ensemble shown in Figure 2(a), 

boosting ensemble shown in Figure 2(b), and a voting ensemble shown in Figure 2(c). 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. Ensemble model; (a) ensemble bagging, (b) ensemble boosting, and (c) ensemble voting [35] 

 

 

2.7.  K-fold cross validation 

Cross validation is an additional method of data mining techniques that aims to obtain maximum 

accuracy. This method is often referred to as k-fold cross validation where k times are tried for one model with 

the same parameters [36]. This technique is a validation method that developed from the split validation model, 

where validation involves measuring training errors by testing data using test data or test data. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this research, there are approximately 8,527 datasets presented in Table 2, divided into an 80:20 

ratio, where 80% is used as training data and 20% as testing data. In preprocessing, data imbalance is identified 

in the air quality dataset, as presented in Table 3. Dealing with imbalanced datasets constitutes a notable 

challenge in this research. To overcome this problem, the study employs the SMOTE technique to balance the 

samples. Table 2 contains an air quality dataset from January to December 2021, consisting of 8527 rows and 

6 variables: pm10, pm2.5, SO2, CO, O3, and NO2. With this amount of data, it provides a sufficiently large 

sample for statistical analysis and modeling. 
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Table 2. Dataset air quality 
Date Time PM 10 PM 2.5 SO2 CO O3 NO2 Category 

01-01-21 01.00 9 30 21 23 36 3 Good 

02-01-21 01.00 10 32 21 23 36 3 Good 

03-01-21 01.00 10 70 21 24 37 3 Moderate 

04-01-21 01.00 11 113 21 24 39 3 Unhealthy 

05-01-21 01.00 10 32 21 23 36 3 Good 

 

 

3.1.  SMOTE 

Table 3 shows that the air quality dataset exhibits significant imbalances in the number of samples 

between air quality categories show in Figure 3. Particularly, the ‘good’ category has a much larger number of 

samples than ‘moderate’ and ‘unhealthy,’ as shown in Figure 3(a). Such missing data can lead to incorrect 

predictive models and degrade model performance [37]. After applying the SMOTE technique, the dataset has 

undergone oversampling for minority categories, creating duplicate data to ensure a balanced number of 

samples in each category, as presented in Figure 3(b). 

 

 

Table 3. Imbalance dataset 
No Catergory Dataset before SMOTE Dataset after SMOTE 

1 Good 5,807 4,646 

2 Moderate 2,695 4,646 

3 Unhealthy 25 4,646 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 3. Displays the dataset count, with (a) representing the dataset before SMOTE and (b) representing the 

dataset after SMOTE 
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3.2.  Correlation 

The relationship between variables in the analyzed dataset is assessed using pearson’s correlation. Figure 4 

illustrates a positive correlation between PM2.5 and PM10 variables, with a correlation coefficient of 0.6. When the 

PM2.5 concentration increases, there is a tendency for the PM10 concentration to increase as well, and vice versa. 

This indicates a positive correlation between small PM2.5 particles and larger PM10 particles in this dataset. An 

increase in PM2.5 concentration is not always a direct cause of increased PM10 concentration, and vice versa. 

 

3.3.  Model evaluation 

This model evaluation involves the utilization of a confusion matrix, a powerful tool that provides a 

detailed breakdown of the classification results. The confusion matrix allows us to analyze the true positive, 

true negative, false positive, and false negative predictions made by the models. By these metrics, we gain a 

deeper understanding of the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score of each algorithm. 

 

3.4.  Model evaluation using K-fold cross validation 

Validation showcases a comprehensive evaluation of overall accuracy and performance through a 5-

fold cross-validation, measured in terms of accuracy. Table 4 provides insight into the effectiveness of the 

classification model during training for each fold. The accompanying graph illustrates the model’s accuracy in 

both training and validation, serving as a means to address and mitigate potential overfitting. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Correlation between variables 

 

 

Table 4. K-fold cross validation 
Cross validation Accuracy 

KNN SVM RF Bagging Boosting Voting 

Fold 1 0.9807 0.9039 0.9947 0.9941 0.9947 0.9871 

Fold 2 0.9877 0.8968 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.9930 

Fold 3 0.9871 0.8979 0.9982 0.9971 0.9988 0.9918 

Fold 4 0.9801 0.8997 0.9971 0.9947 0.9959 0.9871 

Fold 5 0.9865 0.8921 0.9977 0.9977 0.9982 0.9874 

 

 

3.5.  Model comparison 

There is a comparison of accuracy between the dataset with imbalanced data and the dataset with 

oversampling using SMOTE, resulting in a significant increase in accuracy, as shown in Table 5 and visualized 

in Figure 5. Table 5 and Figure 5 demonstrate that oversampling using SMOTE significantly improves model 

accuracy. The importance of proper data preprocessing, especially for imbalanced datasets, can enhance 

performance compared to imbalanced data [38]. 
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Table 5. Comparation evaluated model 
No Algoritm Accuracy before SMOTE Accuracy after SMOTE 

1 KNN 83.56% 98.44% 

2 SVM 85.15% 89.81% 

3 RF 94.35% 99.74% 

4 Ensemble bagging 94.66% 99.66% 

5 Ensemble boosting 94.23% 99.74% 

6 Ensemble voting 88.06% 98.77% 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Model evaluation visualization 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper employs machine learning techniques to classify air quality. Researchers also utilize a 

dataset collected from Kaggle. At the outset of this study, dataset imbalances are observed, and the SMOTE 

technique is applied to address this issue, balancing the dataset. We combine KNN, SVM, and RF algorithms 

with three types of ensemble methods: bagging, boosting, and voting. The algorithms are implemented using 

Python to achieve the best results that can deliver best performance. The primary goal of this research is to 

examine the optimized aspects of machine learning algorithms targeted for air quality classification. 

Experimental results show that ensemble performance is superior to single algorithms, and classification 

accuracy significantly improves when the dataset is balanced using the SMOTE technique compared to an 

imbalanced dataset. Therefore, this research can serve as a reference and provide accurate information for quick 

and responsive decision-making in air pollution management. For method development, an emphasis can be 

placed on adding a segmentation step in the preprocessing process, focusing on air quality features. The 

findings from this study can be used as a basis for the development of a more efficient and accurate air quality 

monitoring system, contributing positively to decision-making related to air quality management and 

improvement. 
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